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A comparison between three chemistry models used for the aerothermodynamic modeling of carbon-based
phenolic ablative heat shields in atmospheric air is presented. The differences between the models, as well as the
results they produced for the boundary-layer composition and prediction of convective and radiative heat fluxes, are
put forward. A newmodel, built by optimizing and reducing a baseline model constructed using kinetic rates from a
combustion database, is presented. Some of the important reactions, such as the CN/CO exchange, are highlighted,
and their effects on surface heating are discussed. The resultingmodel comprises an extensive set of reactions that are
relevant to carbon-phenolic ablators in high-enthalpy re-entry environments. The analysis presented in this paper
shows that this model preserves the important features of the three existing chemistry models while correcting their
deficiencies for a more accurate description pertinent to re-entry conditions.
Nomenclature
A = preexponent factor; mol, cm, s
B 0c = nondimensional surface ablation rate
B 0g = nondimensional pyrolysis gas rate
C = vector of source terms
D = mass diffusion coefficient, m2∕s
E = energy, J∕m3
F = inviscid flux matrix
Fd = diffusive flux matrix
h = species enthalpy vector, J∕kg
I = identity matrix
J = directional species diffusion, kg∕m2 · s
k = kinetic rate; mole, cm, s
_m 0 0 = mass rate, kg∕m2 · s
n = preexponent temperature power
p = pressure, Pa
Q = vector of conserved variables
q = heat flux, W∕m2
S = nondimensional sensitivity
T = temperature, K
Ta = activation temperature, K
t = time, s
U, u, v = velocity, m∕s
_w = mass source term, kg∕m3 s
_wv = Vibrational energy relaxation source term, J∕m3 s
X = sensitive variable
x = coordinate, m
Y = mass fraction, kg∕kg
η = distance normal to the wall, m
ρ = density, kg∕m3
τ = viscous tensor, Pa
Subscripts
g = gas blown
nc = next to the wall
s = species
tr = translational rotational
ve = vibrational-electron-electronic excitation
w = wall
∞ = free stream
I. Introduction
T HE thermal protection system (TPS) of a vehicle entering aplanetary atmosphere is one of the key components of its
design. The main role of the TPS is to protect the structural integrity
of the spacecraft against extreme heating. A wide variety of TPS
materials exist, and they can usually be classified into two main
categories: ablative materials, such as PICA (used on missions
such as Stardust,Mars ScienceLaboratory, andSpace-XDragon) and
non-ablative materials, such as ceramic tiles (used on the space
shuttles).
Both materials manage impinging heating in two ways: via
reradiation (usually about 90% of the total heat flux) and conduction.
What distinguishes them is that ablators protect against higher
heating exposure due to two additional mechanisms: pyrolysis and
ablation. Upon heating, the conduction energy transferred to the
material induces a change in its chemical state by triggering exother-
mic chemical reactions characteristic to thermal decomposition. The
generated gases travel to the surface and are blown into the boundary
layer, changing its chemical composition. The details of these inter-
actions are highly complex and necessitate tightly coupled models to
accurately capture them [1,2].
Current aerothermodynamic, computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
codes use chemistrymodels to account for the chemical species in the
flow field, as well as for the effects of the pyrolysis gases. Because
ablation coupling is becoming an increasingly important research
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topic [3–9], the development of an accurate yet computationally
efficient and usable chemistry model is of great importance. The
models proposed and used so far [10–12] have been known to omit
important reactions and use outdated or incorrect reaction rates.
Moreover, some of the assumptions made for past chemistry models
might not be appropriate for used in modern, higher-fidelity
hypersonic CFD codes.
The first part of this paper takes a closer look at three previously
published chemistry models by testing them in a hypersonic CFD
code. Using a representative but extreme test case, they are evaluated
by taking a closer look at the boundary-layer composition as well as
the convective and radiative heat fluxes. The discrepancy between the
results clearly shows the need to develop a more comprehensive
chemistry model, which would still run efficiently in a CFD code.
The second part of the paper presents such a model. The elaboration
of the model is performed following the methodology proposed by
Ref. [13]. First, an extensive baseline model is assembled using as
many chemical reactions and species as reasonably possible,
regardless of their apparent importance. The number of species and
reactions is then reduced by performing a sensitivity analysis over
key parameters such as temperature and the mole fraction of
important species. The new model consists of 55 species and 158
reactions, which is reasonable enough to be used efficiently in
hypersonic CFD codes, such as the ones presented in Refs. [14–17].
II. LeMANS: An Unstructured Three-Dimensional
Navier–Stokes Solver for Hypersonic Non-Equilibrium
Aerothermodynamics
The aerothermodynamic CFD code used in this analysis is
LeMANS, which is a finite volume Navier–Stokes solver [14]. The
code assumes that the rotational and translational energymodes of all
species are described by the temperature Ttr and that the vibrational
energymode of all species and the electronic energy can be described
by a single temperature Tve [18]. The latter is computed using the
species vibrational energy modeled as a harmonic oscillator. The
viscous stresses are modeled assuming a Newtonian fluid and using
Stokes’s hypothesis. The species mass diffusion fluxes are modeled
using a modified version of Fick’s law, which ensures that the sum of
all the species diffusion velocity is zero. Mixture transport properties
are calculated using Wilke’s semi-empirical mixing rule [19], with
species viscosities calculated using Blottner’smodel [20] and species
thermal conductivities determined using Eucken’s relation [21]. Heat
fluxes are modeled for all temperatures according to Fourier’s law.
Finally, the source terms of the species conservation equations are
modeled using a standard finite-rate chemistry model for reacting air
in conjunction with Park’s two-temperature model [22] in order to
account for thermal non-equilibrium effects on the reaction rates.























are the vector of conserved variables and the vector of source terms,
respectively. In these equations, Y  Y1; : : : ; Yns is the species
densities vector, u are the bulk velocity components, and E and Eve
are the total and the vibrational-electron-electronic excitation energy
per unit volume of mixture.



















where p is the pressure; τ is the viscous tensor; and qtr and qve are,
respectively, the directional translational-rotational and vibrational-
electron-electronic excitation heat flux vectors. Moreover, h is the
species enthalpy vector, andJ is the directional species diffusion flux
tensor. The details of these equations and models are found
in Ref. [23].
Numerically, the code has the capability to handle meshes con-
taining any mix of hexahedra, tetrahedra, prisms, and pyramids in
three dimensions, or triangles and quadrilaterals in two dimensions.
Numerical fluxes between the cells are discretized using a modified
Steger–Warming flux vector splitting [24], which has low dissipation
and is appropriate to calculate boundary layers. A point or line
implicit method is used to perform the time integration.
The code has been extensively compared with laboratory data,
such as the Apollo experimental model [23], the Mars Entry Space-
craft model [23,25], the Calspan blunted cone experimental model
[26], and the Mars Science Laboratory model [27–29]; as well as
flight data such as theRAM-C II spacecraft [23,30], the IRV-2 vehicle
[1], and the FIRE-II spacecraft [31]. It has also been compared [31]
to similar codes, such as DPLR [16] and LAURA [17], and used
to predictively model many spacecraft, such as the Stardust return
capsule [30,32,33] and the Automatic Transport Vehicle “Jules-
Verne” [34].
To account for the coupling between the flow field and thematerial
response, ablation is added to the CFD code bymodifying the surface
boundary condition [1]. The dependent variables at the wall are
obtained by solving the momentum balance equation:
pnc  ρncv2nc  pwρw; Tw  ρwv2w (4)




 _m 0 0Ygs − Yws (5)
The present work imposes wall temperature, blowing rates, and
blowing species at the boundary, since it is not dynamically coupled
to a material response code.
Once values are computed for the primitive variables, the
conservative quantities in the ghost cells of the boundary are set such
that the flux across thewall is the required blowing flux. This blowing
boundary condition has been tested over a wide range of blowing
rates, which assures the robustness of the implementation. Following
the same methodology for the verification and validation of DPLR
[35] and LAURA [36], the blowing boundary of LeMANS has also
been verified and validated [1,9,37].
III. Existing Previous Chemistry Models
A. Model Description
Three kinetic models for air and carbon phenolic chemistry have
been identified in the available literature. In the following sub-
sections, each model is tested in the CFD code LeMANS using a
representative re-entry problem. To single out the effects of kinetic
rates, all of the models use identical thermodynamic data (CEA
database [38]) and transport properties.
1. Park’s 20-Species Model
The first model used in the present comparison was developed by
Park et al. in 2000 [10]. It uses 20 species and is largely based on the































































used for Mars entry. The model includes 23 reactions, five of which
are dissociations reactions, and is numerically fast.
It has been shown, however, that for certain re-entry conditions and
types of TPS materials, species such as O2 and HCN are important
energy carriers [11,22] and should be included. Also, certain key
reactions such as NO andC3 dissociation, which provide paths to the
reduction of large molecules, are not included. The model also offers
a complete and comprehensive set of data including collisional cross
sections, surface reactions, and equilibrium constant curve fits. The
23 reactions of this model have been gathered from Refs. [10,22,39–





2. Suzuki’s 26 Species Model
The second model studied here was created for the preflight
analysis of the MUSES-C (now called Hayabusa) re-entry vehicle
[11] and uses 26 species and 50 reactions (12 dissociations). A key
issue with this model is that it is mainly based on rates that date from
the late 1960s to the late 1980s [43–47]. It also lacks certain species
that might be important at some flight conditions of high-speed
carbon-phenolic TPS entries, such as H, as noted in Ref. [10] and
shown in Ref. [48]. The reactions of this model have been gathered






3. Olynick’s 18 Species Model
The third model studied here was created for the preflight analysis
of the Stardust re-entry vehicle [12] and uses 18 species and 22
reactions (9 dissociations). This model was build for efficiency, and
therefore lacks important air species (the ionized diatomic mole-
cules). The reaction rates used for the impact ionization reactions [49]
are also outdated, as are some of the carbon chemistry rates. The other
drawback is that the model lacks almost any hydrocarbon chemistry,
with only two equations involving the element H. Finally, most of the
rates that have carbon species are taken from a model built and
validated for the atmospheric conditions ofMars [39], which does not
have the same temperature ranges as carbon-phenolic-in-air surface
ablationmodels. The reactions of thismodel have been gathered from




B. Model Comparison: Species Composition
In this section, a simple test case is used to evaluate each of these
models in their published form, even if they might not have been
designed for those exact conditions. The CFD test case uses
the geometry of the forebody of the Stardust return capsule and uses
the flight conditions at 48 s into re-entry (a few seconds before peak
heating) [52]. This test case is chosen because uncoupled ablation
calculations show a high blowing rate and a diverse representation of
blowing species, as detailed in Ref. [53]. As mentioned earlier,
LeMANS has previously been used to model Stardust and produces
Table 1 Forward reaction rates for Park et al.’s
[10] 20-species chemistry model
No. Reactions References
1 N2 M ⇌ 2NM [22]
2 O2 M ⇌ 2OM [22]
3 C2 M ⇌ 2CM [39]
4 CNM ⇌ C NM [39]
5 H2 M ⇌ 2HM [40]
6 N e− ⇌ N  e−  e− [22]
7 O e− ⇌ O  e−  e− [22]
8 C e− ⇌ C  e−  e− [10]
9 H e− ⇌ H  e−  e− [10]
10 N2  O ⇌ NO N [41]
11 NO O ⇌ O2  N [42]
12 CO C ⇌ C2  O [39]
13 CO O ⇌ O2  C [39]
14 CO N ⇌ CN O [39]
15 N2  C ⇌ CN N [39]
16 CN O ⇌ NO C [39]
17 CN C ⇌ C2  N [39]
18 CO C2 ⇌ C3  O [10]
19 C3  N ⇌ CN C2 [10]
20 C3  C ⇌ C2  C2 [10]
21 C2H H ⇌ C2  H2 [10]
22 O N ⇌ NO  e− [22]
23 N N ⇌ N2  e− [22]
Table 2 Forward reaction rates for Suzuki et al.’s [11]
26-species chemistry model
No. Reactions References
1 O2 M ⇌ 2OM [43]
2 N2 M ⇌ 2NM [43]
3 NOM ⇌ N OM [43]
4 NO O ⇌ O2  N [43]
5 N2  O ⇌ NO N [43]
6 N O ⇌ NO  e− [43]
7 O O ⇌ O2  e− [43]
8 O O2 ⇌ O2  O [43]
9 N2  N ⇌ N N2 [43]
10 N N ⇌ N2  e− [43]
11 O2  N2 ⇌ NO NO  e− [43]
12 NOM ⇌ NO  e− M [43]
13 O NO ⇌ NO O [43]
14 N2  O ⇌ O N2 [43]
15 N NO ⇌ NO O [43]
16 O2  NO ⇌ NO O2 [43]
17 O NO ⇌ O2  N [43]
18 N e− ⇌ N  e−  e− [43]
19 O e− ⇌ O  e−  e− [43]
20 CO2 M ⇌ CO OM [44]
21 COM ⇌ C OM [44]
22 C2 M ⇌ 2CM [45]
23 C3 M ⇌ C C2 M [45]
24 CNM ⇌ C NM [45]
25 N2  C ⇌ CN N [45]
26 CO N ⇌ CN O [45]
27 CO2  N ⇌ CN O [45]
28 N2  CO ⇌ CN O2 [45]
29 CO NO ⇌ CO2  N [45]
30 CO2  O ⇌ CO O2 [45]
31 CO CO ⇌ CO2  C [45]
32 CO O ⇌ O2  C [45]
33 CO N ⇌ C NO [45]
34 CN O ⇌ C NO [45]
35 CO CO ⇌ C2  O2 [45]
36 CO C ⇌ C2  O [45]
37 C2  CO ⇌ C3  O [45]
38 C3  C ⇌ C2  C2 [45]
39 CN H2 ⇌ HCN H [46]
40 H2 M ⇌ 2HM [47]
41 HCOM ⇌ H COM [47]
42 HCO H ⇌ CO H2 [47]
43 C2H2 M ⇌ C2H HM [47]
44 C2H2  H ⇌ C2H H2 [47]
45 C2H2  O2 ⇌ HCO HCO [47]
46 C2H O2 ⇌ HCO CO [47]
47 C2H O ⇌ CH CO [47]
48 CH O2 ⇌ HCO O [47]
49 C O ⇌ CO  e− [47]































































identical solutions [32] to the ones obtained using NASA Ames
Research Center’s DPLR [16].
The free stream flow and surface parameters are listed in Tables 4
and 5, and Fig. 1 presents the geometry and the corresponding mesh.
Themesh contains 320 × 486 cells, and the first layer of cells near the
surface of the vehicle has a thickness of approximately 2.5 × 10−5 m.
To simplify the simulation, the flow is considered to be axisymmetric,
and the wall temperature and blowing rates are applied uniformly on
the surface. The Gibbs free energy of the reactive species is used to
calculate the equilibrium constants needed for the backward reaction
rates, and the transport properties are calculated fromLennard–Jones
potentials, using CHEMKIN [54], to produce individual species
temperature-dependant viscosity curve fits.
It is important to point out that the stagnation line results for each
model (Figs. 2, 3, and 4) are extracted from the mesh using cell-
centered information. Therefore, the values at the wall listed in
Table 5 are not directly plotted.
1. Park’s 20-Species Model
Figure 2a presents the stagnation line temperatures using the 20-
species model. As expected, the flow is in strong non-equilibrium, as
can be seen in Fig. 2a. Figure 2b shows the air species number density
along the stagnation line as it goes through the shock. Figure 3b
shows that this particular test case has highly ionized flow, which
suggests that O2 should be present to better evaluate the shock.
However, this species becomes insignificant post-shock. Figure 2c
shows the non-air species along the stagnation line, andFig. 2d shows
the same species in the region near the wall. Within 12 mm of the
stagnation point, the number density of the species decreases sharply,
indicating their rapid dissociation and atomization, once entering the
post-shock region. The number density of C2 is much smaller than
that of the other species in themodel. Thismolecule is, however, quite
important, as it provides the intermediate state to decompose C3 into
C (through a combination of reactions 18, 19, and 20, and then
reactions 2, 17, and 12)The observation that the number density ofC2
is on the low-end while the number density of C3 is high-end is
indicative of an incorrect set of dissociation reactions and rates forC3.
The model only providesC3 dissociation by exchange reactions with
atomic species that, due to the energetic barriers of initiation, are
inefficient and incomplete under the simulated conditions. One
interesting phenomenon to observe is the rapid ionization of C andH,
through reactions 8 and 9. These two species are not generated at the
surface, since the temperature is not high enough, and are therefore
created by the dissociation of the larger molecules. As they are
created, they immediately start to become ionized before being
convected away.
2. Suzuki’s 26-Species Model
The results for the 26-species [11] model are presented in Fig. 3.
The boundary-layer composition predicted by this model, in
comparison to Park et al.’s model [10], provides a more complete
description of the undergoing chemistry. Large molecules composed
of more than two atoms are quickly reduced; this behavior is a direct
result of the additional reactions of Suzuki et al.’s model [11]. The
rapid dissociation of both C3 and C2H species originating from the
material is evident (Fig. 3c).
It is also interesting to note that C2H2 and CO2 are immediately
created at the surface but rapidly disappear as they move away.
Figure 3f also shows that, based on this single test case, excluding
CO might not be a bad assumption, as the number density never
reaches a significant value even though C and O (the species needed
to create CO) are present in great quantity. The same conclusion
cannot be drawn for HCO, as this molecule could provide important
reaction paths to other molecules: for instance, the reduction of
C2H2 and C2 through reactions 45 and 46. As for HCN, even if
this particular test case does not include it as a blown species,
Table 3 Forward reaction rates forOlynick et al.’s
[12] 18-species chemistry model
No. Reactions References
1 CO2 M ⇌ CO OM [39]
2 COM ⇌ C OM [39]
3 N2 M ⇌ 2NM [39]
4 O2  N2 ⇌ NO NO  e− [39]
5 NOM ⇌ N OM [39]
6 C2 M ⇌ 2CM [39]
7 C3 M ⇌ C C2 M [50]
8 CNM ⇌ C NM [39]
9 H2 M ⇌ 2HM [51]
10 NO O ⇌ O2  N [39]
11 N2  O ⇌ NO N [39]
12 CO O ⇌ O2  C [39]
13 CO2  O ⇌ CO O2 [39]
14 CO C ⇌ C2  O [39]
15 CO N ⇌ CN O [39]
16 N2  C ⇌ CN N [39]
17 CN O ⇌ C NO [39]
18 CN C ⇌ C2  N [39]
19 HCN H ⇌ CN H2 [46]
20 C e− ⇌ C  e−  e− [49]
21 N e− ⇌ N  e−  e− [49]
22 O e− ⇌ O  e−  e− [49]
Table 4 Free stream condition




ρ∞, kg∕m3 1.4099 × 10−4
YN2 0.7635
YO2 0.2365
Table 5 Predicted wall











Fig. 1 Geometry and mesh of the Stardust re-entry capsule used in the































































equilibrium composition studies show that it can be an important
product of carbon-phenolic decomposition [53]. The same graph also
shows that it is important to account for the CH molecule as it is
rapidly created and becomes stable in the boundary layer. Since the
CH dissociation reaction is not included in the model, the species
does not decompose immediately.
3. Olynick’s 18-Species Model
To be able to run this particular model in LeMANS, the electron-
impact ionization rates are changed to the ones calculated and used by
Park [22]; the rates provided in the original model were found to
inadequate to be used efficiently in LeMANS, resulting in too stiff of
a problem. The results along the stagnation streamline in the post-
shock region and the boundary layer are presented in Fig. 4. Even
though dissociation reactions are present, the large molecules are not
immediately reduced, similar to Park et al.’s model [22]. It is also
interesting to see that C2 only appears in the shock region outside of
the boundary layer, which is not the case with the two other models.
This difference might be of importance, since C2 is an important
species due to its radiative properties.
As with the other models, the atomic species have the highest
concentration near the wall. HCN is not present on the plot, as the
only chemical reaction that involves it is more prone at reducing it
than creating it at these conditions. For this model, theC2Hmolecule
appears in unusually high quantities; the reason is that, even though
thismolecule exists in equilibrium at thewall, it has not been included
in the chemistrymodel, and therefore is considered to be non-reacting
in this simulation.
Finally, it is to be noted that both Olynick et al.’s [12] and Park
et al.’s [10] models do not include the CHmolecule and its associated
reaction. As can be seen in the results obtained using Suzuki et al.’s
model [11], CH might be an important species.
C. Model Comparison: Heat Flux
An important aspect of the analysis is the evaluation and
comparison of the heat fluxes. The heat fluxes are obtained from the
diffusive fluxes of the conservation energy equation, which is a
quantity directly computed and used in finite volume methods [14].
The translation-rotation conduction heat flux, the vibrational-
electron-electronic excitation conduction heat flux, and the mass
diffusion heat flux are, respectively, given by the quantities qtr, qve,
and hTJ of Eq. (3). As was shown for the same geometry [12], using
the Olynick et al. model [12], ablation significantly reduces the
overall heat flux to the surface. The total convective heat flux, which
includes conduction and mass diffusion, is presented in Fig. 5a. The
discrepancy between models is quite significant, especially in the
Suzuki et al. [11] model that is 24% smaller than the other two.
Figures 5b to 5d show the individual components of the convective
heat fluxes. It is not surprising to see that the 18- and 20-species
models are nearly identical, as they sharemost of their sources for the
kinetic rates. It can be noted that both models show very different
boundary-layer compositions along the stagnation line. Although
this difference in near-surface composition slightly impacts the mass
diffusion heat flux, the most important difference is notable in the
translation-rotation conductive heat flux because of the change in the
thermal conductivity. To fully understand the specific difference
between the two chemistry models and clearly identify the individual
contributions to the change in thermal conductivity, it would be
necessary to completely decouple the rotational and vibrational


















































































































d) Predictions of the mole fractions for non-air
species, near the wall































































The radiative heat fluxes are also evaluated. Certain species,
such as CN (see Figs. 2d, 3d, and 4d), present in the boundary
layer are strong radiative emitters, and they are expected to
significantly contribute to the overall radiative emission to the
surface. The calculation is performed along the stagnation line of a
converged flow field solution using the non-equilibrium radiation
codeNEQAIR2009 (version 7) [55]. Apart from the usual air species,
the emission from the species listed in Table 6 is included. The heat
flux is calculated by considering the emission at wavelengths
between 200 and 1000 nm in order to avoid the uncertainties in the
atomic vacuum ultraviolet spectral range.
The radiative calculation results are summarized in Table 7. First,
it can be seen that the radiative flux contributes to a significant
proportion of the total heat flux for all three models. Moreover, the
differences in radiative heat flux between each model are quite
pronounced, especially when comparing Suzuki et al.’s 26-species
model [11] and the other two. This behavior is expected, as Olynick
et al.’s [12] 18-species and Park et al.’s [10] 20-species models are
very similar.
IV. Extensive Kinetic Model
Following the results of the past section, it is clear that a new, more
comprehensive model is needed. In the following section, such a
model is built by first assembling an extensive baseline model that



















































































































d) Predictions of the mole fractions for non-air


























e) Predictions of the mole fractions for non-air


























f) Predictions of the mole fractions for non-air
species not in Park et al.'s [10] model, near the wall































































model is then reduced using sensitivity analysis to obtain amodel that
can be used in a computationally efficient manner in CFD codes. The
new model is built using ionized air species and ablation species
originating from a comprehensive analysis of Stardust and crew
exploration vehicle (CEV) trajectories.
A. Species Selection
1. Air Species
Because the model is intended to be used in Earth’s atmosphere, it








The surface ablation and pyrolysis of carbon-phenolic material is a
complex chemistry problem. To evaluate the chemical composition at
the surface, the re-entry trajectory of the Stardust vehicle and
proposed trajectories of the CEV are used. One of the assumptions
is that the gas is at thermochemical equilibrium at the surface. This
assumption is necessary to perform the species selection analysis. It
is, however, important to note that it might not be a perfect
representation of the physical flow, since the chemical species
coming from the atmospheric gas might be in non-equilibrium, yet
the ones coming from the pyrolysis gas are probably in equilibrium.
The method of analysis for the thermal protection system begins
with computing the flow field over a discrete set of points along the
estimated flight trajectory to sufficiently capture the heat pulse. High-
fidelity solutions are computed at several points in the trajectory
with the CFD code DPLR [16]. For Stardust, these discrete solutions
are interpolated in time (using engineering relationships) along
the trajectory. The heat transfer coefficient, the surface pressure, and
the free stream enthalpy are the environment inputs calculated for
each surface point along the entire trajectory and used as input in
the material response code FIAT [56]. For the CEV cases, the
aerothermodynamic analysis tool CBAero [57] is used to provide the
same input parameters.
For Stardust, only the conditions at the stagnation point are
considered, whereas for the CEV, three surface locations are taken
into account. In both cases, the contribution from the radiative
heating (∼10%) is neglected. The FIAT version 2.4material response
code [56] is used to model the PICA heat shield. The material
properties (heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and emissivity) of the
material in the TPS stack are read from the FIAT material database.
The 3.3 version of the PICA [58] model is used in the present
analysis; a representative composition, taken from Ref. [10], is
shown in Table 8. FIAT provides quantities such as surface
temperature, density profiles, recession, ablation, and pyrolysis.
For selected time steps throughout the two analyzed trajectories,
the pressure and the B 0g and B
0
c values predicted by FIAT are then
extracted and input to the multicomponent ablation thermochemistry
(MAT) code [59]. Using this information, as well as the boundary-
layer elemental composition of Table 8, MAT calculates from the
B 0 tables the species mole fractions corresponding to the wall
temperature predicted by FIAT, which are needed for input into
LeMANS.
From these results, trajectories points are chosen so the widest
possible combination of pressure and temperature is represented.

















































































































d) Predictions of the mole fractions for non-air
species, near the wall































































The MAT results are used to select which species are to be
considered in themodel; as listed in Table 9, only the species with the
highest concentrations are kept. For each trajectory point, species
mole fractions are added from the highest to the lowest value until the
sum is greater than 0.999; all species not included in at least one
trajectory point sum are eliminated. This ensures that the species
chosen are representative of the actual computed values and thatmass
is conserved.
Using this method, the following non-air species are selected:
H2;CO;CH2;H2O;CO2;OH;C2H;C2H2;C3;CN
It should be noted that the error for trajectory point 17 is more than
0.1%, at approximately 4%. This is due to the fact that the
JANNAF thermodynamic database, used in MAT, is outdated and
gives inconsistent results for some situations. For instance,
thermodynamic data used for the hydrocarbon molecules C3H and
C4H date from early the 1960s [60] and have since been updated to
very different values [61]. For instance, the C6H molecule was
present, even though it should not appear from the equilibrium
decomposition of phenol.
3. Additional Boundary-Layer Species
Ablation species are likely to be transformed as they travel through
the boundary layer and into the post-shock layer. Therefore, it is
important to include possible reaction paths leading to smaller


























































































d) Separated components of the heat fluxes for
Olynick’s model
Park et al.'s [10] 20 species
Suzuki et al.'s [11] 26 species
Olynick et al.'s [12] 18 species
Fig. 5 CFD comparison of convective heat flux components for the three chemistry models, 48 s into Stardust’s re-entry.
Table 6 Emissionmechanisms considered for the radiativeheat
flux, excluding the air species
Species Mechanism (electronic state transition) Spectral range, nm
CN Violet (B1Σ − X1Σ) 230–462
CO 4 A1Π − X1Σ 110–385
C2 Swan (d
3Π − a4Π) 319–806
Table 7 Comparison of radiative heat flux for the different
chemistry model at wavelengths between 200 and 1000 nm, at the








Park et al. [10] 20 species 61.7 420 12.8
Suzuki et al. [11] 26 species 21.9 309 6.25
Olynick et al. [12] 18 species 52.6 420 11.1
Table 8 Nominal elemental input conditions for the test case
for ablating carbon phenolic [10]a
Oxygen Nitrogen Hydrogen Carbon
Boundary-layer edge gas 0.742 0.258 0.000 0.000
Pyrolysis gas 0.107 0.000 0.652 0.241
Fully charred solid 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000































































assumptions are made to include additional boundary-layer species
of relevance.
1) A cross-check with the GRI-Mech database [62] identifies the
following species as potentially reacting species under hypersonic
conditions (high temperatures):
H;NH;HO2;H2O2;C2O;HCN;HCO
as well as the hydrocarbon species:
C;C2;CH;CH2;CH2;C2H2;C2H2;C2H2;C2H2
It is noteworthy to point out that the HCNmolecule, identified earlier
as a high-energy carrier [11,22] present in very small mole fractions,
is included.
2) For very high-speed reentries, such as Stardust, it is well known
that ionized species are being formed and, as such, the chemistry
model should account for them.Also, it is not uncommon for charged
particles being generated in the shock layer to reach and be present in
the boundary layer. Additionally, through associative ionization,
electron-impact ionization, and charge exchange reactions, some of
the carbon species from the pyrolysis gases could be ionized as well.
The following species are thus selected for inclusion:
CN;CO;C;H
3) Because of the need to include the species listed under the
earlier assumptions, the following molecules that are part of their
decomposition/reaction mechanisms also need to be added:
NNH;HCCO;NH2;NH3;NCO;NO2;N2O;HNO
4) To ensure model compliance with ground tests, the following
molecules are included in the data set (see Secs. IV.B and IV.C):
Ar;Ar; C2N2;NCN;C2N;C3O2
Argon species are included because argon is the usual carrier gas
formost experiments of this type; these are not expected to impact the
reaction mechanism. The other species are the initial “cold” species
used in the experiments; they are not expected to be created while
reacting with other species in the temperature and pressure range of
interest, and they usually dissociate instantaneously when passing
through the shock.
Based on the aforementioned consideration, the constructed
“extensive” baseline model includes 55 species.
Fig. 6 Temperature vs pressure for various surface locations,










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1. Primary Reaction Selection
Reaction pathways of importance to thermal decomposition
(pyrolysis) are synergistic with combustion. The reaction rates used
to populate the extensive model employed to characterize the
phenolic decomposition are thus taken from combustion databases.
One of the most comprehensive and accurate such databases is GRI-
Mech [62], developed by the University of California at Berkeley,
Stanford University, and the University of Texas at Austin. The
extensive model uses both kinetic rates for the chemical reactions as
well as thermodynamic data to calculate backward rates.
The main drawback from these reaction rates is that they are only
valid up to 5000K: a temperaturewell below the temperature range of
the gases outside the boundary layer. However, since the pyrolysis
gases are not expected to enter regions of the flow where higher
temperatures are reached (i.e., the shock layer), this assumption is
reasonable for the current application. Moreover, all the reactions are
carefully checked to make sure that, in case of extrapolation beyond
their range of validity, the curve fit would produce physical results
(i.e., the rate needs to increase with an increase in temperature). This
is necessary, since the results from legacy models indicate that those
species can diffuse into regions where the temperature is higher than
5000 K; as shown, for instance, with the C2H and CO species in
Figs. 2d, 3d, and 4d. To account for the gases that are expected to be
present in high-temperature regions, reaction rates relevant to those
regions are replaced by those from Ref. [10] and Ref. [13], which
were validated across a wide temperature range.
2. Additional Reaction Selection
A limited number of additional reaction rates relevant and
validated for the regimeof interest and not captured in the combustion
database are added or updated in the model. One important aspect to
note is that validated chemistry models are not a simple collection of
chemical reactions: the reactions are calibrated as part of a more
complex and intricately connected pathway. One should not attempt
to change reactions and their corresponding parameters unless
required by the specific applications. Such changes should be done
by exerting extreme caution.
To have a closer look at some of those kinetic rates, results from a
series of shock tube experiments are chosen with results from the
numerical model. The experiments selected have test conditions that
are relevant to an ablating boundary-layer environment and highlight
kinetic rates and molecules that are important to the model. Most of
these experimentswere used to compute some of the chosen rates, but
their ranges of validity might be limited. Therefore, the objective is to
select rates that give satisfactory agreements with data from a wide
range of experiments. To illustrate this effort, the reactionCN O ⇌
CO N is used. Since CN is a strong radiator, this reaction is one of
the most important; therefore, many experiments were designed to
try to determine its reaction rates. Each of the seven selected kinetic
rates taken fromRefs. [10,63–68] and listed in Table 10 is used along
with the extensive chemistry model described in the previous
subsection to simulate two different experiments and to assess their
accuracy. The listed kinetic rates k are presented in a modified
Arrhenius format using the following equation:
k  ATne−Ta∕T (6)
As can be seen in Figs. 7a and 7b, for experiments that are
specifically designed to highlight the effects of kinetic rates, the
changing of CN/CO reaction rates leads to a wide variation of results
when the two are compared. Although the variation in the O number
density is reduced across models, the relative error for CN becomes
almost one order of magnitude. In this particular case, it seems more
appropriate to focus on the agreement for theCNspecies than to focus
on O, as CN tends to be more radiative. Consideration of relative
errors also helps to select the best rate; for instance, since theCNmole
fraction rapidly goes to zero, the relative error becomes very large,
which is not the case in the other figure.
This analysis demonstrates that additional research on high-
temperature chemistry is needed, whether it is experimental or
theoretical. The reaction rates present in the literature do not cover the
Table 10 Reactions and corresponding reaction parameters considered in the development of the
extended chemistry model
Reactions A, mol∕cm · s n Ta, K Reference
CN O ⇌ CO N 2.04 × 1013 0.0 210.0 Louge and Hanson (1984) [63]
CN O ⇌ CO N 3.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 Mozzhukin et al. (1989) [64]
CN O ⇌ CO N 6.20 × 1012 0.0 −1000.0 Lindackers et al. (1990) [65]
CN O ⇌ CO N 7.70 × 1013 0.0 0.0 Davidson et al. (1991) [66]
CN O ⇌ CO N 1.02 × 1013 0.0 0.0 Baulch et al. (1992) [67]
CO N ⇌ CN O 1.00 × 1014 0.0 38600.0 Park et al. (2001) [10]

























Exp. data (Davidson et al.)
Louge and Hanson [63]
Mozzhukin et al. [64]
Lindackers et al. [65]
Davidson et al. [66]
Baulch et al. [67]
Park et al. [10]
Andersson et al. [68]
a) Comparison to the experiment of Ref. [66]: T = 4020 K,
p = 0.682 atm, and 4 ppm of C2N2, and 100 ppm of N2O
in argon
b) Comparison to the experiment of Ref. [65]: T = 2966 K,




























Exp. data (Lindackers et al.)
Louge and Hanson [63]
Mozzhukin et al. [64]
Lindackers et al. [65]
Davidson et al. [66]
Baulch et al. [67]
Park et al.  [10]
Andersson et al. [68]































































Table 11 Forward reaction rates for the reduced chemistry model for phenolic-based ablator
decomposition in atmospheric air
No. Reaction A, mol∕cm · s n Ta, K References
1 2HO2 ⇌ O2  H2O2 4.20 × 1014 0.0 6,042.7 [62]
2 2OHM ⇌ H2O2 M 2.30 × 1018 −0.9 −1; 700.0 [62]
H2 enhanced by 2.00
H2O enhanced by 6.00
CH4 enhanced by 2.00
CO, CO enhanced by 1.50
CO2 enhanced by 2.00
Ar enhanced by 0.38
3 2OH ⇌ O H2O 3.57 × 104 2.4 −1; 062.5 [62]
4 C e⇌ C  e e 3.7 × 1031 −3.0 130,720 [13]
5 C H2 ⇌ CH H 4.00 × 1014 0.0 11,700.0 [73]
6 C N2 ⇌ CN N 5.24 × 1013 0.0 22,600.0 [74]
7 C NO ⇌ CN O 2.02 × 1014 −0.3 0.0 [68]
8 C NO ⇌ CO N 2.29 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [68]
9 C O ⇌ CO  e 8.80 × 108 1.0 33,100.0 [10]
10 C O2 ⇌ O CO 5.80 × 1013 0.0 576.0 [62]
11 C2  C2 ⇌ C3  C 3.20 × 1014 0.0 0.0 [75]
12 C2  H2 ⇌ C2H H 6.60 × 1013 0.0 4,030.0 [75]
13 C2  N2 ⇌ CN CN 1.50 × 1013 0.0 21,000.0 [76]
14 C2HM ⇌ C2  HM 1.74 × 1035 −5.2 57,400.0 [75]
15 C2H C ⇌ C3  H 1.00 × 1014 0.0 0.0 [72]
16 C2H2 M ⇌ C2H HM 6.96 × 1039 −6.1 57,370.2 [75]
17 C2 M ⇌ 2CM 1.50 × 1016 0.0 71,662 [75]
18 CH C ⇌ C2  H 2.00 × 1014 0.0 0.0 [72]
19 CH CH ⇌ C2H H 1.50 × 1014 0.0 0.0 [72]
20 CH CO2 ⇌ HCO CO 1.90 × 1014 0.0 7,952.1 [62]
21 CHM ⇌ C HM 1.90 × 1014 0.0 33,700.0 [72]
22 CH N2 ⇌ HCN N 4.40 × 1012 0.0 11,060.0 [77]
23 CH O2 ⇌ O HCO 6.71 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
24 CH2  C ⇌ C2H H 5.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [72]
25 CH2  CH ⇌ C2H2  H 4.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [72]
26 CH2  CH2 ⇌ C2H2  H H 2.00 × 1014 0.0 5,530.0 [78]
27 CH2  CH2 ⇌ C2H2  H2 1.58 × 1015 0.0 6,010.0 [78]
28 CH2  CH4 ⇌ CH3  CH3 4.30 × 1012 0.00 5,050.0 [79]
29 CH2  H ⇌ CH H2 6.03 × 1012 0.0 −900.0 [67]
30 CH2 M ⇌ C H2 M 1.30 × 1014 0.0 29,700.0 [72]
31 CH2 M ⇌ CH HM 4.00 × 1015 0.0 41,800.0 [72]
32 CH2  N ⇌ HCN H 5.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [77]
33 CH2  N2 ⇌ HCN NH 4.82 × 1012 0.0 18,000.0 [80]
34 CH2  NO ⇌ OH HCN 2.90 × 1014 −0.69 382.70 [62]
35 CH3  C ⇌ C2H2  H 5.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [72]
36 CH3  H ⇌ CH2  H2 6.03 × 1013 0.0 7,600.0 [67]
37 CH3  HCO ⇌ CH4  CO 1.21 × 1014 0.0 0.0 [81]
38 CH3 M ⇌ CH H2 M 5.00 × 1015 0.0 42,800.0 [72]
39 CH3 M ⇌ CH2  HM 1.02 × 1016 0.0 45,600.0 [67]
40 CH3  N ⇌ HCN H H 7.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [77]
41 CH3  N ⇌ HCN H2 3.70 × 1012 0.1 −45.3 [62]
42 CH3  NO ⇌ HCN H2O 9.60 × 1013 0.00 14,502.41 [62]
43 CH4 M ⇌ CH3  HM 4.70 × 1047 −8.2 59,200.0 [74]
44 CN C ⇌ C2  N 5.00 × 1013 0.0 13,000.0 [39]
45 CN CO ⇌ C NCO 1.50 × 1016 −0.5 65,800.0 [10]
46 CN CO2 ⇌ CO NCO 4.00 × 1014 0.0 19,200.0 [10]
47 CN H2 ⇌ HCN H 2.95 × 105 2.5 1,130.0 [62]
48 CN H2O ⇌ HCN OH 8.00 × 1012 0.0 3,756.5 [62]
49 CNM ⇌ C NM 2.53 × 1014 0.0 71,000.0 [39]
50 CN NO ⇌ N NCO 2.00 × 1013 0.0 21,000.0 [73]
51 CN O ⇌ CO N 2.41 × 1014 −0.2 0.0 [68]
52 CN O2 ⇌ O NCO 1.05 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [66]
53 CN OH ⇌ NCO H 4.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
54 CN  N ⇌ CN N 9.80 × 1012 0.0 40,700 [13]
55 C N ⇌ CN  e 1.00 × 1015 1.50 164,000 [13]
56 CO C ⇌ CO  C 1.0 × 1013 0.00 31,400.0 [39]
57 COM ⇌ O CM 2.30 × 1019 −1.0 129,000.0 [39]
C, C enhanced by 1.50
N, N enhanced by 1.50
O, O enhanced by 1.50
H, H enhanced by 1.50
58 CO2 M ⇌ O COM 3.50 × 1014 0.0 52,525.0 [65]
59 CO2  O ⇌ CO O2 2.10 × 1013 0.0 27,800.0 [10]
60 H C2H2 ⇌ C2H H2 6.62 × 1013 0.0 14,000.0 [67]
61 H e⇌ H  e e 2.2 × 1022 −2.8 157,800 [13]
62 H CH4 ⇌ CH3  H2 1.32 × 104 3.0 4,045.0 [67]
63 H H2O2 ⇌ HO2  H2 1.21 × 107 2.0 2,618.5 [62]
































































No. Reaction A, mol∕cm · s n Ta, K References
65 H HCO ⇌ H2  CO 7.34 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
66 H HO2 ⇌ 2OH 8.40 × 1013 0.0 537.8 [62]
67 H HO2 ⇌ O H2O 3.97 × 1012 0.0 337.9 [62]
68 H HO2 ⇌ O2  H2 4.48 × 1013 0.0 1,068.0 [62]
69 H N2 ⇌ NH N 1.84 × 1013 0.5 74,459.0 [82]
70 H NOM ⇌ HNOM 4.48 × 1019 −1.3 372.6 [62]
H2 enhanced by 2.00
H2O enhanced by 6.00
CH4 enhanced by 2.00
CO, CO enhanced by 1.50
CO2 enhanced by 2.00
Ar enhanced by 0.7
71 H O2 M ⇌ HO2 M 2.80 × 1018 −0.9 0.0 [62]
O2, O

2 enhanced by 0.00
H2O enhanced by 0.00
CO, CO enhanced by 0.75
CO2 enhanced by 1.50
N2, N

2 enhanced by 0.00
Ar enhanced by 0.0
72 H O2  N2 ⇌ HO2  N2 2.60 × 1019 −1.2 0.0 [62]
73 H O2  N2 ⇌ HO2  N2 2.60 × 1019 −1.2 0.0 [62]
74 H 2O2 ⇌ HO2  O2 2.08 × 1019 −1.2 0.0 [62]
75 H 2O2 ⇌ HO2  O2 2.08 × 1019 −1.2 0.0 [62]
76 H O2  H2O ⇌ HO2  H2O 1.13 × 1019 −0.8 0.0 [62]
77 H O2 ⇌ O OH 2.65 × 1016 −0.7 8,581.1 [62]
78 H OHM ⇌ H2OM 2.20 × 1022 −2.0 0.0 [62]
H2 enhanced by 0.73
H2O enhanced by 3.65
CH4 enhanced by 2.00
Ar enhanced by 0.38
79 H2 M ⇌ H HM 2.23 × 1014 0.0 48,350.0 [74]
80 HCNM ⇌ CN HM 3.57 × 1026 −2.6 62,845.0 [83]
81 HCN O ⇌ CN OH 3.91 × 109 1.6 13,394.6 [62]
82 HCN O ⇌ NCO H 2.03 × 104 2.6 2,507.7 [62]
83 HCN O ⇌ NH CO 5.07 × 103 2.6 2,507.7 [62]
84 HCOM ⇌ H COM 1.87 × 1017 −1.0 8,560.5 [62]
H2 enhanced by 2.00
H2O enhanced by 6.00
CH4 enhanced by 2.00
CO, CO enhanced by 1.50
CO2 enhanced by 2.00
Ar enhanced by 0.38
85 HCO O2 ⇌ HO2  CO 1.34 × 1013 0.0 201.4 [62]
86 HNO H ⇌ H2  NO 9.00 × 1011 0.7 332.4 [62]
87 HNO O ⇌ NO OH 2.50 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
88 HNO O2 ⇌ HO2  NO 1.00 × 1013 0.0 6,546.2 [62]
89 HNO OH ⇌ NO H2O 1.30 × 107 1.9 −478.4 [62]
90 HO2  CO ⇌ OH CO2 1.50 × 1014 0.0 11,883.9 [62]
91 N CO2 ⇌ NO CO 3.00 × 1012 0.0 5,690.2 [62]
92 N e⇌ N  e −e 2.5 × 1034 −3.82 168,600.0 [10]
93 N H2 ⇌ NH H 1.60 × 1014 0.0 12,650.0 [66]
94 N N ⇌ N2  e 2.0 × 1013 0.00 67,500.0 [22]
95 N OH ⇌ NO H 3.36 × 1013 0.0 193.9 [62]
96 N  N2 ⇌ N2  N 1.0 × 1012 0.50 12,200.0 [22]
97 N2 M ⇌ N NM 7.00 × 1021 −1.6 113,200.0 [10]
N, N enhanced by 4.28
O, O enhanced by 4.28
C, C enhanced by 4.28
H, H enhanced by 4.28
98 N2  e ⇌ N N e 7.00 × 1024 −1.6 113,200.0 [10]
99 N2  O ⇌ N NO 6.40 × 1017 −1.0 38,370.0 [10]
100 N2  O2 ⇌ N2  O2 9.9 × 1012 0.00 40,700. [22]
101 NCO H ⇌ NH CO 5.40 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
102 NCOM ⇌ N COM 6.30 × 1016 −0.5 24,000.0 [39]
103 NCO N ⇌ N2  CO 2.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
104 NCO NO ⇌ N2  CO2 3.80 × 1018 −2.0 402.8 [62]
105 NCO O ⇌ NO CO 2.35 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
106 NCO O2 ⇌ NO CO2 2.00 × 1012 0.00 10,071.11 [62]
107 NCO OH ⇌ NO H CO 2.50 × 1012 0.0 0.0 [62]
108 NH CO2 ⇌ HNO CO 1.00 × 1013 0.0 7226.0 [62]
109 NH H2O ⇌ HNO H2 2.00 × 1013 0.0 6974.2 [62]
110 NHM ⇌ N HM 1.80 × 1014 0.0 37,600.0 [84]
111 NH NO ⇌ N2  OH 2.16 × 1013 −0.2 0.0 [62]
112 NH O ⇌ NO H 4.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]































































range of temperature and pressure necessary for hypersonic re-entry
flows. This specific case is especially important, since CN can
contribute significantly to the radiative heat flux, as shown in
Refs. [48,69]. And, the same can be said for some other reactions of
the GRI-Mech database that have only been validated over a limited
temperature range.
The resulting extended model, presented in Supplementary
Table S1, consists of 240 reactions.
C. Experimental Comparisons
To validate the proposed extensive model, multiple zero-
dimensional simulations are performed using the CHEMKIN [54]
package, and the results are compared to available experimental data
in Fig. 8. The selected experiments [66,70–72] are representative of
typical ablative boundary-layer hypersonic re-entry conditions. The
agreement between the model and the experimental data is remark-
able and expected, since someof these experimentswere employed in
the validation and calculation of kinetic rates incorporated in the
model.
The discrepancy observed in some of the graphs (Figs. 8b, 8c, and
8f, in particular) is caused by the choice of a different reaction rate
than the one obtained from the experimental data. As shown in the
Sec. IV.B (Fig. 7), changing one kinetic rate can have a nontrivial
impact on the concentration of the species over time. A detailed
explanation of this is presented in Ref. [13]. The results presented
Table 11 (Continued.)
No. Reaction A, mol∕cm · s n Ta, K References
114 NH O2 ⇌ NO OH 1.28 × 106 1.5 50.4 [62]
115 NH OH ⇌ HNO H 2.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
116 NH OH ⇌ N H2O 2.00 × 109 1.2 0.0 [62]
117 NOM ⇌ N OM 5.00 × 1015 0.0 75,500.0 [39]
C, C enhanced by 20.0
N, N enhanced by 20.0
O, O enhanced by 20.0
H, H enhanced by 20.0
118 NO O ⇌ N O2 8.40 × 1012 0.0 19,450.0 [10]
119 NO  C ⇌ NO C 1.0 × 1013 0.00 23,200.0 [39]
120 NO  N ⇌ N2 + O 7.20 × 1013 0.0 35,500.0 [22]
121 NO  N ⇌ O  N2 3.4 × 1013 0.00 12,800.0 [39]
122 NO  O ⇌ N  O2 1.0 × 1012 0.50 77,200.0 [22]
123 NO  O ⇌ O2  N 7.2 × 1012 0.29 48,600.0 [39]
124 NO  O2 ⇌ O2  NO 2.4 × 1013 0.41 32,600.0 [22]
125 O C2H ⇌ CH CO 5.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
126 O C2H2 ⇌ CO CH2 6.94 × 106 2.0 956.8 [62]
127 O C2H2 ⇌ OH C2H 4.60 × 1019 −1.4 14,577.9 [62]
128 O CH ⇌ H CO 5.70 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
129 O CH2 ⇌ H HCO 8.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
130 O CH3 ⇌ H H2  CO 3.37 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
131 O CH4 ⇌ OH CH3 1.02 × 109 1.5 4,330.6 [62]
132 O e⇌ O  e e 3.9 × 1033 −3.78 158,500.0 [39]
133 O HM ⇌ OHM 5.00 × 1017 −1.0 0.0 [62]
H2 enhanced by 2.00
H2O enhanced by 6.00
CH4 enhanced by 2.00
CO, CO enhanced by 1.50
CO2 enhanced by 2.00
Ar enhanced by 0.7
134 O H2 ⇌ H OH 3.87 × 104 2.7 3,152.3 [62]
135 O H2O2 ⇌ OH HO2 9.63 × 106 2.0 2,014.2 [62]
136 O HCO ⇌ H CO2 3.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
137 O HCO ⇌ OH CO 3.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
138 O HO2 ⇌ OH O2 2.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
139 O N ⇌ NO  e 5.30 × 1012 0.0 31,900.0 [39]
140 O O ⇌ O2  e 1.1 × 1013 0.00 80,600.0 [22]
141 O  NO ⇌ N  O2 1.4 × 105 1.90 15,300.0 [22]
142 O  N2 ⇌ N2  O 9.1 × 1011 0.36 22,800.0 [22]
143 O2  N ⇌ N  O2 8.70 × 1013 0.1 28,600.0 [22]
144 O2  O ⇌ O2  O 4.0 × 1012 −0.09 18,000.0 [39]
145 O2  C ⇌ O2  C 1.0 × 1013 0.00 9,400.0 [39]
146 O2 M ⇌ O OM 2.00 × 1021 −1.5 59,500.0 [10]
N, N enhanced by 5.00
O, O enhanced by 5.00
H, H enhanced by 5.00
C, C enhanced by 5.00
147 OH C ⇌ H CO 5.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
148 OH C2H2 ⇌ CH3  CO 4.83 × 10−4 4.0 −1; 007.1 [62]
149 OH CH ⇌ H HCO 3.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]
150 OH CH2 ⇌ CH H2O 1.13 × 107 2.0 1,510.7 [62]
151 OH CH3 ⇌ CH2  H2O 5.60 × 107 1.6 2,729.3 [62]
152 OH CH4 ⇌ CH3  H2O 1.37 × 106 2.2 1,350.0 [85]
153 OH CO ⇌ H CO2 4.76 × 107 1.2 35.2 [62]
154 OH C2H2 ⇌ C2H H2O 3.37 × 107 2.00 7,049.8 [62]
155 OH H2 ⇌ H H2O 2.16 × 108 1.5 1,727.2 [62]
156 OH H2O2 ⇌ HO2  H2O 2.00 × 1012 0.0 215.0 [62]
157 OH HCO ⇌ H2O CO 5.00 × 1013 0.0 0.0 [62]































































here, although not perfect (with some errors as high as 100%), are still
considered to be in good agreement with experimental data.
V. Reduced Kinetic Model
A. Species and Reactions Selection
Following the methodology developed in Ref. [13] for the
Titan atmospheric entries, the extensive model is simplified to a
reduced model based on a sensitivity analysis obtained using the
software SENKIN, which is part of the CHEMKIN package [54].
SENKIN performs a non-linear sensitivity analysis on the rate
coefficients and outputs the results in the form of a normalized








whereXt represents the parameter on which the sensitivity analysis has
been performed at time t, and kr is the kinetic rate of reaction r.Xmax is
chosen as the maximum value of Xt over the simulated time. The
parameters deemed relevant for ablating Earth entry are the temperature
and the number density of CN, CO, H2O, and OH.
The parameter space covered by the sensitivity analysis consists
of a range of temperatures, pressures, and species mass fraction
as follows: 1) temperatures of 700–6000 K; 2) pressures of
1 × 10−4 − 0.5 atm; and 3) species mass fraction as listed in Table 9.
The lower bound for the temperature is chosen to be 700 K, a
























Model -- with NO
Model --  without NO
Experiment --  with NO





















































Model -- without NO
Model -- with NO
Exp. -- without NO













































































a) Comparison to the experiment of Ref. [70]: T = 2864 K,
p = 1.00 atm, and 7 ppm of C3O2, and 147 ppm of NO in argon
c) Comparison to the experiment of Ref. [70]: T = 3287 K,
p = 0.67 atm, and 20 ppm of C2H6, and 300 ppm of NO in argon
e) Comparison to the experiment of Ref. [71]: T = 5290 K,
p = 1.88 atm, and 5 ppm of C2N2 in argon
f) Comparison to the experiment of Ref. [72]: T = 3100 K,
p = 0.89 atm, and 30 ppm of CH4 in argon
d) Comparison to the experiment of Ref. [66]: T = 3470 K,
p = 0.835 atm, and 5 ppm of C2N2, and 515 ppm of O2 in argon
b) Comparison to the experiment of Ref. [70]: T = 3620 K,
p = 0.80 atm, and 7 ppm of C3O2, and 147 ppm of NO in argon































































PICA in air (560 K) or argon (650 K), as determined by
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The upper bound for the
temperature is set to the maximum value of ablating gases in the
boundary layer, i.e., 6000K.The pressure limits are selected based on
extreme limits identified in typical re-entry trajectories (partially
shown in Fig. 6).
Figure 9 shows the temperature sensitivity St;r of the extensive
model for an initial composition corresponding to the Stardust re-
entry equilibrium wall condition at T  3250 K and P  0.5 atm;
only the reactions that have a sensitivity of more than 1% of the
maximum sensitivity are shown.
The reduced model contains 38 species, and it is built according to
the following process:
1) The results of the sensitivity analysis are used to identify the











 0  0.02  0.04  0.06  0.08  0.1
H2 + M <=> 2H + M
O + H + M <=> OH + M
H + O2 + M <=> HO2 + M
H + OH + M <=> H2O + M
HCO + M <=> H + CO + M
H + NO + M <=> HNO + M
H + O2 + H2O <=> HO2 + H2O
H + HCO <=> H2 + CO
OH + HCO <=> H2O + CO
HCO + H2O <=> H + CO + H2O






































Extensive model -- with NO
Extensive model --  without NO
Reduced model --  with NO






















Extensive model -- O
Extensive model -- C
Extensive model -- N
Extensive model -- CN
Reduced model -- O
Reduced model -- C
Reduced model -- N











































































Extensive model -- C
Extensive model -- CH
Reduced model -- C
Reduced model -- CH
a) Comparison using a test case from Ref. [70]: T = 2864 
K, p = 1.00 atm, and 7 ppm of C3O2, and 147 ppm of NO 
in argon
c) Comparison using a test case from Ref. [71]: T = 5290 
K, p = 1.88 atm, and 5 ppm of C2H2 in argon
d) Comparison using a test case from Ref. [66]: T = 3470 
K, p = 0.835 atm, and 5 ppm of C2N2 and 515 ppm of O2 
in argon
e) Comparison using a test case from Ref. [72]: T = 3100 K,
p = 0.89 atm, and 30 ppm of CH4 in argon
b) Comparison using a test case from Ref. [70]: T = 3620 
K, p = 0.80 atm, and 7 ppm of C3O2, and 147 ppm of NO 
in argon































































2) The ionized air species also need to be kept because of their
presence in the shock layer (the thermodynamic conditions of the
shock layer are not part of the sensitivity analysis), as well as their
possible interaction with boundary-layer species. Therefore, the




3) Asmentioned earlier, somemolecules do not exist in significant
concentration, but they allow important, if not crucial, reactions to
take place, and therefore need to be present in themodels. The species
that are deemed important are
CH;CH2;C;C2;NCO;NH;HNO;HCO;H2O2;HO2
4) Finally, because of their radiative properties, the following
species are also included in the reduced model:
CN;CN
The same sensitive analysis is employed to reduce the number
of chemical reactions in the model: all reactions with less than 1%
contribution to the total sensitivity are excluded. The final set
contains the 152 reactions listed in Table 11, taken from
Refs. [10,13,22,39,62,65–68,72–85]. In this table, the kinetic rates
are expressed according to the modified Arrhenius format described
by Eq. (6).
With this new, proposed model, all the shortcomings of the
previously published models identified in the first part of this work
have been addressed. The new model includes all the species and all
the reactions contained in the legacy model, but it also includes
additional ones that are shown or assumed to be important. As for the
kinetics rates, they have been updated using recently published
research,with themajority of them coming froma coherent, validated
kinetic set.
B. Comparison
Figure 10 shows the comparison of the reduced model against the
experimental data set used to validate the extensive (baseline) model.
The deviations are, at most, 10%, and thus considered to be in good
agreement. Comparison of the extensive baseline model and the
reduced model for the ablating gas composition corresponding to
trajectory point 12 inTable 9 is shown in Fig. 11 (initial temperature is
set to 5000 K and pressure at 0.01 atm). In this case, excellent
agreement in terms of species concentrations is achieved.
VI. Conclusions
To improve heat and ablation modeling on hypersonic re-entry
vehicles, a comprehensive study of the chemistry model for carbon
base ablative thermal protection systems in atmospheric air was
presented.
Three published carbon-phenolic-in-air chemistry models were
identified and analyzed. In all cases, it was shown that key species
and reactions were missing from the models. Using the three models
in a hypersonic aerothermodynamic CFD code, typical re-entry
results were obtained for a trajectory point of the Stardust re-entry
vehicle. These results showed significant discrepancies in the
boundary-layer composition. The convective heat flux, as well as the
radiative heat flux, also proved to be affected by the choice of model.
A new chemistry model was developed by carefully selecting and































































































































































species and reaction rates were chosen in regard to what was deemed
important in all the regions of the flow field.Most of the reaction rates
were taken from a validated combustion database, although some of
them were replaced with more appropriate values, based on hyper-
sonic re-entry conditions. It was noted that certain rates used in the
model would still benefit from further research to ensure that they are
valid at higher (and sometimes lower) temperatures. The baseline
model was validated using a series of experimental results.
The model was then reduced to a more manageable number of
species and reactions using zero-dimensional and one-dimensional
sensitivity analyses. This reduced model was then compared to the
extensive baseline model, to insure its validity. The final model,
comprising 38 species and 158 reactions, was considered to be com-
plete but small enough to be used in hypersonic aerothermodynamic
CFD simulations.
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